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Abstract: This study aims to test the effectiveness of the blended learning rotation model to 
improve the scientific literacy skill of prospective teacher students. The design of this study 
used the Posttest-only design with nonequivalent groups. The research subjects were 76 
students majoring in biology education at Universitas Mataram. The research was done to 
two experimental groups, namely the blended learning station rotation model (BLSRM) 
and regular learning (RL). The research instrument used a multiple-choice test which refers 
to the aspects of scientific literacy competence according to PISA. The data analysis 
technique was carried out descriptively, complete with the Hotelling's T2 test to test the 
effect of BLSRM on students' scientific literacy skills. The results showed that students' 
scientific literacy skills were in the very low category (mean BLSRM = 38.50, RL = 34.22) 
and there was no effect of BLSRM on students' scientific literacy skills (Hotteling Trace = 
.098 and Sig. = .080). To improve students' scientific literacy skills, BLSRM needs to be 
combined with other models such as problem-solving model, so it can be an effective 
strategy in science learning. 
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Introduction  

 

The industrial world has now entered the era of 
Industrial Revolution 4.0. The Industrial Revolution 4.0 
is a strategic initiative introduced by the German 
government with the aim of transforming the 
manufacturing industry through digitalization and 

exploitation of the new technology’s potential (Rojko, 
2017). In general, the Industrial Revolution 4.0 refers to 
the means of automation and data exchange in 
manufacturing technologies including Physical-Cyber 
Systems, Internet of Things, big data and analytics, 
additive manufacturing, simulation, horizontal and 
vertical system integration, autonomous robots, and 
cloud computing (Tay et al. al, 2018). The Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 is a digital era and all activities related 

to industry are mostly connected through the internet 
or cyber system (Syamsuar & Reflianto, 2018). This 
industry is characterized by flexibility, efficient use of 
resources, integration of customers and business 
partners in business processes, artificial intelligence, 
three-dimensional printing, and nanotechnology 
(Vuksanovic et al, 2016; Ghufron, 2018).  

The Industrial Revolution 4.0 has an impact on 
education in Indonesia. The education system in 
Indonesia needs to adapt to the needs of the Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 era. Therefore, learning innovations and 
learning curricula need to be designed to improve 
student understanding in Information Technology (IT), 
Operational Technology (OT), Internet of Things (IoT), 
and Big Data Analytics (Iswan and Bahar, 2018). In this 
regard, industrial development in the Industrial 
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Revolution 4.0 era will have an impact on the learning 
process carried out in higher education. Therefore, in 
terms of learning, educators need to understand the 
technological developments and changes in learning 
methods along with technological advances that are 
currently developing (Sukartono 2018). One of the 
ways that needs to be prepared in the face of the 
industrial revolution era is to design and implement 

more innovative learning models (Syamsuar & 
Reflianto, 2018). One of the innovative learning models 
that can be implemented in the era of Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 is blended learning.  

Blended learning is a learning model that 
combines online and offline learning (Bender & 
Vredevoogd, 2006). Blended learning is an innovative 
concept that corporates the advantages of traditional 
classroom teaching along with ICT-supported learning 
including offline learning and online learning (Lalima 
& Dangwal, 2017). Blended learning combines 
traditional (face-to-face) aspects and the use of 
technology for distant learning in the learning process 
(Cianda et al, 2019). Blended learning is a balance 
between face-to-face and online learning (Morton et al, 
2016). With blended learning, students can construct 
their own knowledge and change their passive 
behavior that only receives knowledge from their 
teacher into an active behavior (Maza et al, 2016; 
Wichadee, 2017). Blended learning has been shown to 
improve student learning’s outcomes (Saritepeci & 
Cakir, 2015; Rafiola et al, 2020; Ridwan et al, 2020), can 
improve critical and creative thinking (Nurkhin et al, 
2020), can increase student’s motivation in learning 
(Schober & Keller, 2012; Islam et al, 2018), are used as 
important guidelines in learning (Cao & Liu, 2019), and 
as an alternative learning method in higher education 
(Ibrahim & Nat, 2019). 

According to Horn & Staker (2011), blended 
learning is divided into four, namely the rotation 
model, flex model, self-blended model and enriched-
virtual model. Furthermore, the rotation model is 
divided into 4, namely the station-rotation model, lab-
rotation model, flipped-classroom model and 
individual-rotation model (Ayob et al, 2020). The use of 
the rotation model has been widely used and has been 
proven to be effective in learning (Govindaraj & 
Silverajah, 2017); Ayob et al, 2020). In Indonesia, the 
rotation model of blended learning has been 
implemented often to improve the learning process 
(Ridwan et al, 2020), to improve student learning’s 
outcomes (Rafiola et al, 2020), to improve students' 
intrapersonal intelligence (Ambarli et al, 2020), and to 
improve students’ high level thinking skills (Christina 
et al, 2019). However, not many literatures examine the 
effect of the rotation model of blended learning on 
improving students’ scientific literacy skills. On the 

other hand, the results of the scientific literacy skills 
measurement of students in Indonesia by PISA in 2018 
revealed that the scientific literacy skills of Indonesian 
students were at a very low level (OECD, 2019). This is 
a serious matter for Indonesian government, education 
practitioners, and researchers in Indonesia to find the 
suitable concepts and the appropriate learning models 
to improve students' scientific literacy skills. This study 

wants to answer the research question, namely whether 
the rotation model of blended learning is suitable to be 
used to improve students’ literacy skills. Meanwhile, 
the purpose of this study is to test the effectiveness of 
the rotation model of blended learning to improve 
students' scientific literacy skills. State the objectives of 
the work and provide an adequate background, 
avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of 
the results. 
 

Method 
 

This research is an experimental study using a 
posttest-only research design with nonequivalent 
groups (Shadish et al, 2002; Hastjarjo, 2019). In the 
experimental class, the treatment used is the blended 
learning station rotation model (BLSRM), while in the 
control class the treatment used is regular learning 
(RL). In BLSRM learning, a series of learning activities 
are arranged alternately from one activity to another 
through online learning scheme - face to face learning - 
online learning (Ayob et al, 2020), while for the control 
class the learning activities are using RL through face to 
face. Learning activities are carried out for one 
semester, which lasts for 10 meetings. After completion 
of the treatment, the scientific literacy posttest was 
given to each experimental class. The research subjects 
consisted of 76 prospective biology teacher students 
from the Teacher Training and Education Faculty of 
Universitas Mataram, including men and women, aged 
19 to 20 years, with different ethnicities.  

The research instrument used was a multiple-
choice test which refers to the aspects of scientific 
literacy competence according to PISA (OECD, 2016) 
which has been modified and adapted to the 

Indonesian context covering 3 aspects and 15 indicators 
(Table 1). Before the instrument was used, first the 
validity and reliability tests were carried out using the 
Pearson correlation and Cronbach'salpha tests 
(reliability = 0.8). The raw score of scientific literacy is 
converted into a nominal scale (Purwanto, 2010) which 
is further categorized into 5 categories, namely a score 
of 86-100 = very good, a score of 76-85 = good, a score 
of 60-75 = sufficient, a score of 55-59 = less, and a score 
≤ 54 = very poor. The analysis of research data is by 
descriptive and inferential statistical analysis using 
Hotelling's T2 (Srivastava, & Mudholkar, 2001; Willems 
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et al, 2002). Descriptive statistical analysis was used to 
describe the independent variable being tested, while 
Hotelling's T2 was used to test the effect of BLSRM on 

students' scientific literacy skills. Research design and 
method should be clearly defined.  

 
 
Table 1: Characteristics of the research instrument 
Scientific Literacy 
Aspect 

Indicator 
Question 
number 

Explaining a 
phenomenon 
scientifically (A) 
 
 

Recalling and applying scientific knowledge appropriately (A1) 1, 2 
Identifying, using, and producing an explanation of a model or representation (A2) 3, 4, 5, 6 
Creating and offering a reason for a prediction appropriately (A3) 7, 8, 9, 10 
Offering an explanation of a hypothesis (A4) 11, 12 
Explaining the potency of scientific knowledge implication to the society (A5) 13, 14 

Evaluating and 
designing scientific 
research (B) 

Identifying the questions that is being explored in a given scientific research (B1) 15, 16 
Distinguishing the questions that can be investigated scientifically (B2) 17 
Proposing a way to explore questions scientifically (B3) 18 
Evaluating how to explore questions scientifically (B4) 19 
Describing and evaluating how researchers prove the reliability of the data and 
generalizing an explanation (B5) 

20 

Intrepreting the data 
and proving the data 
scientifically (C) 
 
 
 
 

Transforming the data from a representation to another (C1) 21 
Analyzing and interpreting data and making conclusions appropriately (C2) 22 
Identifying an assumption, proof, and reasoning in a text related to science (C3) 23 
Distinguishing arguments based on evidence and scientific theory and those based 
on other considerations (C4) 

24 

Evaluating an argument and proof from different sources (newspaper, internet, 
journal, etc.) (C5) 

25 

 
Result and Discussion 
 

This study reveals students’ scientific literacy 
skills in 3 aspects and 15 indicators as shown in Table 1. 
The assessment of students' scientific literacy skills was 
carried out after the learning using BLSRM and RL was 
given. The results of students’ scientific literacy skills in 
each aspect and indicators of literacy competence are 
shown in Table 2. Based on Table 2, the lowest result of 
students' scientific literacy skills is found in the A1 
indicator (recalling and applying scientific knowledge 
appropriately) with a value of 18.10 in the RL group. 
Remembering is a part of Bloom's taxonomy which is 
included in the C1/knowledge level (Dinni, 2018). 
However, the skill to remember alone is not enough 
because one's knowledge will only be meaningful if it 
can be applied in solving problems (Suryapuspitarini et 
al, 2018). The low skill of students' scientific literacy on 
the A1 indicator is thought to be caused by the low skill 
of students to apply their scientific knowledge. This is 
supported by Nofiana (2017) who states that active 
experimentation (doing) in learning needs to be 
developed to foster one's scientific literacy skills.  

In addition, another low result is also found in 
the A2 indicator (identifying, using, producing an 
explanation of a model or representation) in the BLSRM 
and RL groups with scores of 27.50 and 31.90, 
respectively. Models or representations can be in the 
form of diagrams, graphs, verbal, or mathematical 
which are used to simplify a real object. According to 

Sujarwanto et al (2014), the skill to use models or 

representations is strongly influenced by problem 
solving skills. This low problem-solving skill is thought 
to be the cause of why students are facing difficulty in 
presenting an explanation of a model or representation. 
Meanwhile, the students’ highest result was on the A4 
indicator (offering an explanation of a hypothesis), both 
the BLSRM and RL groups with scores of 72.50 and 
73.60, respectively. These results indicate that there is 
no difference in between the two experimental groups. 
According to Asyhari & Clara (2017), the skill to offer 
an explanation of a hypothesis is an activity to 
formulate alternative solutions in problem-solving in 
order to prove a hypothesis. This skill is influenced by 
internal factors including self-confidence (Aisyah, 
2016).  

In the aspect of evaluating and designing 
scientific investigations, the lowest result of students' 
scientific literacy skills is on the B4 indicator 
(evaluating how to explore questions scientifically). The 
value of the B4 indicator in the BLSRM and RL groups 
is 7.50 and 8.30, respectively. Meanwhile, the highest 
score of scientific literacy competence in this aspect is in 
the B3 indicator (proposing a way to explore questions 
scientifically) with the score of 47.50 and 44.40 for the 
BLSRM and RL groups respectively. Indicators B3 and 
B4 are related to one another. Supposedly, when 
students can propose ways to explore questions 
scientifically, students can also linearly evaluate how to 
explore questions scientifically. This is also confirmed 
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by Arina (2016). However, the result of this study 
indicates the opposite. The low evaluation skill of the 
students is influenced by their reasoning skill (Arina, 
2016). This is what is thought to be the cause of the low 
evaluation skill of students. 

Based on Table 2, in the aspect of interpreting 
data and proving data scientifically, students' scientific 
literacy skill is the lowest in indicator C2 (analyzing 

and interpreting data and making conclusions 
appropriately). In the RL group, the literacy 
competency score was 22.20. Based on the SOLO 
taxonomy theory (Ekawati et al, 2013), a low skill to 
create conclusions is categorized at the unistructural 
level. At this level, a person is able to use the selected 
data to solve the problem but the conclusions do not 
match the data. On the other hand, the highest scientific 
literacy competency score in this aspect is on the C4 
indicator (distinguishing arguments based on evidence 
and scientific theory and those based on other 
considerations) with a score in the BLSRM group of 
72.50. If an argument is based on evidence, then the 
position of the evidence can be considered as a form of 
logical argument in explaining the truth of a statement 
(Nurrahman & Karim, 2018; Soekisno, 2015; Ramdani, 
2012). In addition to being based on evidence, 
according to Budiyono et al, (2015) arguments can also 
be based on the presence of data to present a claim that 
proves the argument is accurate and its true value is 
indisputable. Based on the results of this study, the 
fairly high result of students on the C4 indicator in the 
BLSRM group shows that students have been able to 
distinguish arguments originating from evidence and 
data compared to sources based on other 
considerations that have not been proven true.  

 
Table 2: The result of students’ scientific literacy skills 
from every aspect and competence indicator 
Literacy 
aspect 

Indicator Score per 
indicator 

Scor per literacy 
aspect 

BLSRM RL BLSRM RL 

A A1 38.75 18.10 43.75 38.30 
A2 27.50 31.90 
A3 32.50 31.90 
A4 72.50 73.60 
A5 47.50 36.10 

B B1 35.00 29.20 26.00 27.50 
B2 27.50 25.00 
B3 47.50 44.40 
B4 7.50 8.30 
B5 12.50 30.60 

C C1 25.00 25.00 48.00 35.60 
C2 32.50 22.20 
C3 65.00 52.80 
C4 72.50 47.20 
C5 45.00 30.60 

 

After describing the student' scientific literacy 
skills for each aspect and competency indicators in each 
experimental group, a descriptive analysis was carried 
out to determine the statistical parameters of students' 
scientific literacy skill (Table 3). Based on Table 3, it is 
known that the average scientific literacy skills of 
students in the BLSRM group was 38.50, which is 
slightly higher than the RL group which was 34.22. 

These results indicate that the scientific literacy skills of 
students in the two experimental groups are not much 
different and in the same category, namely the very low 
category. The results obtained reinforce the results of 
the 2018 PISA measurements which found that the level 
of scientific literacy of students in Indonesia is very low 
(OECD, 2019). This result is reinforced by various other 
researches conducted in several other regions in 
Indonesia which found the same trend as the results 
(Fakhriyah et al, 2017; Fitriani et al, 2018; and Sinaga et 
al, 2019). The low skill of students' scientific literacy is 
likely due to several factors such as family background, 
individual knowledge, speaking skills (Heath et al., 
2014), student reasoning levels, and the skill to connect 
many disciplines (Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009). 
Another thing that is thought to be the cause of the low 
skill of students' scientific literacy in the two 
experimental groups is that students are not used to 
and less trained in working on problems with high-
level thinking characteristics such as scientific literacy 
questions adopted from PISA. This is in accordance 
with the research of Fatmawati & Utari (2015) that 
found the same thing causing the low literacy skills of 
students. The results that have been obtained need to 
be strengthened by using statistical tests to determine 
the effect of BLSRM model learning on students' 
scientific literacy skills. The results of the T2 Hotteling 
Test analysis to determine the effect of BLSRM on 
scientific literacy skills in each aspect of literacy 
competence are shown in Tables 4 and 5.  

 
Table 3: Scientific literacy skills of students from both 
experimental groups 
Descriptor  Experimental group 

BLSRM RL 

N 40 36 
Ideal maximum score 100 100 
Higest score 56 60 
Lowest score 16 24 

Mode  44 28 
Median  40 32 
Average  38.50 34.22 
Standart deviation 10.63 7.73 
Category Very low Very low 

 
Based on Table 4, Box’s Test of Equality of 

Covariance Matrics shows that the variance-covariance 
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matrix between BLSRM and RL is homogeneous (Sig. = 
.106> .05), while the result of the analysis of 
homogenity variance for each aspect of scientific 
literacy competence shows homogeneous data. (Sig. = 
.076; .990 and .981> .05). Based on these results, further 
analysis using T2 Hotteling Test can be performed 
(Table 5). The result of the analysis in Table 5 shows 
that the Hotteling Trace value is .098 with the Sig. 

amounting to .080 (Sig.> .05). This indicates that there is 
no effect of the BLSRM treatment group on students' 
scientific literacy skills in each competency aspect.  

Blended learning has been shown to give an 
effect on student’s learning outcomes (Banyen et al, 
2016; Obiedat et al, 2014; Bi & Shi, 2019) and helps the 
learning process in the classroom because it is easy, 
accessible, flexible and independent (Divayana, 2019; 
Rasmitadila et al, 2020). In particular, the rotation 
model of blended learning can support learning 
(Govindaraj & Silverajah, 2017), improve learning 
outcomes (Ayob et al, 2020), and improve students' 
intrapersonal intelligence (Ambarli et al, 2020). In 
addition, this rotation blended learning model is very 
suitable to be implemented on campuses, especially 
Polytechnics in Indonesia (Dewi et al, 2018). Previous 
research results also revealed that BLSRM can improve 
students 'high-level thinking skills (Christina et al, 
2019), but it is very difficult to find research results that 
reveal the effect of BLSRM on students' scientific 
literacy skills. Table 5 reveals that there is no effect of 
BLSRM on students' scientific literacy skills.  

The results of this study reinforce the previous 
hypothesis which states that to improve scientific 
literacy skills, a learning model that can facilitate 
scientific literacy such as scientific investigations is 
needed so that students can actively construct their 
knowledge (Fatmawati & Utari, 2015). In this study, 
BLSRM learning was not combined with other methods 
that could improve students' literacy skills. This is 
supposedly the cause of why BLSRM learning has no 
effect on students' scientific literacy skills. BLSRM 
learning has been proven to improve learning 
outcomes, interpersonal intelligence and high-level 
thinking skills of students, but to improve scientific 
literacy skills, BLSRM learning needs to be combined 
with other methods such as problem solving so 
students can develop literacy skills such as explaining 
scientific phenomena, designing investigations, and 
interpreting and prove the data scientifically. This is 
reinforced by the opinion of Stockwell et al (2015) 
which states that the blended learning model combined 
with problem solving is an effective strategy in science 
learning. 

 
 

Table 4: Result of BLSRM-RL covariance-variance 
matrix homogeneity and students’ literacy skills on 
every competence aspect. 
Dependent 
Variabel 

Independent Variable 

Box’s M = 
10.958 

Literacy 
Aspect 

F df1 df2 Sig. 

df1        = 6 A 3.235 1 74 .076 
df2        = 
38464.819 

B .000 1 74 .990 

Sig.       = .106 C .001 1 74 .981 

 
Tabel 5: Hotteling Test T2 analysis result 
Effect Value F Hypo 

thesis 
df 

Error 
df 

Sig. Partial 
Eta 
Squared 

Inter 
cept 

Pillai's 
Trace 

.940 376.402
a 

3.000 72.000 .000 .940 

Wilks' 
Lambda 

.060 376.402
a 

3.000 72.000 .000 .940 

Hotelling'
s Trace 

15.683 376.402
a 

3.000 72.000 .000 .940 

Roy's 
Largest 
Root 

15.683 376.402
a 

3.000 72.000 .000 .940 

Group Pillai's 
Trace 

.089 2.348a 3.000 72.000 .080 .089 

Wilks' 
Lambda 

.911 2.348a 3.000 72.000 .080 .089 

Hotelling'
s Trace 

.098 2.348a 3.000 72.000 .080 .089 

Roy's 
Largest 
Root 

.098 2.348a 3.000 72.000 .080 .089 

 
Conclusion 

 
The rotation model of blended learning is widely 

used because it supports classroom learning which has 
the characteristics of being accessible, easy, flexible, and 
independent. In addition, this learning is also proven to 
improve learning outcomes, intrapersonal intelligence, 
and students' higher order thinking skills. The result of 
this study reveals that there is no effect of the rotation 
model of blended learning on students' scientific 
literacy skills. Based on these findings, to improve 
students' scientific literacy skills then BLSRM learning 
needs to be combined with other models such as 
problem solving, so that it can be an effective strategy 
in science learning. BLSRM combined with problem 
solving is expected to develop students' literacy skills 
such as explaining scientific phenomena, designing 
investigations and interpreting and proving data 
scientifically.  
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